The durable FLS rigid fall protection system features an enclosed track with optional bypass capability. No other rigid rail fall protection system provides bypass capability combined with the enclosed track benefits of FlexRail and no other company in North America has designed more fall protection systems than Flexible Lifeline Systems.

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**

▲ **Optional Bypass Capability** with each user on their own enclosed track, multiple users gain full bypass capability. The result is increased safety and productivity.

▲ **OSHA Compliant** Meets OSHA & ANSI Standards.

▲ **Low Maintenance** The enclosed track prevents dust and debris buildup, providing a virtually maintenance-free system.

▲ **Affordability** Combine a competitive initial cost with minimal ongoing maintenance.

▲ **Flexibility** The modular system can be designed in unlimited lengths.
**Flexrail Features**

**Access Stairs And Platforms**
FlexRail systems are available with a stair and access gangway to provide safe and easy access. A variety of heights are available and can be customized to suit your specific applications and requirements.

**Single Pedestal FlexRail**
The single pedestal FlexRail system shown above combines the FlexRail system with a single column and pier. It is ideal for congested areas where multiple pedestals would interfere with traffic flow.

**Attaches To Any Structure**
FlexRail systems can be custom-manufactured to attach to any structure as needed. While this is ideal for low overhead applications, the low weight-to-movement ratio means high overhead systems are feasible even with the longest retractable lifelines.